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Key takeaways for this session (to be completed at the end of the session) 
 

• When it comes to institutional set-up for consumer protection regulation and 
supervision, there is no “one size fits all” approach. What matters is capacity and 
coordination to fulfil mandate. 

 
• Increased need for regulators to work together to ensure data security compliance. 

Judicial systems should also be tightened to deter violators 
  
 
Detailed session notes 
 
Session 4:  
  
Debate: Institutional Set Up for Consumer Protection Regulation and Supervision: dedicated 
department/agency/staff or Not  
  
Franklin Mensah: Bank of Ghana has always had CP office but at first with limited capacity. 
Most ppl did not know it existed. Since merging of new services and products, realized that new 
measures need to be taken. Financial stability department was then created.  
  
Kenneth Egesa: Market conduct structure. Commercial banking consumer protection 
Townhall meetings (interact with public) perception of central bank in dealing with consumer 
protection has been low. Established unit in 2017 to deal with consumer protection. In the 
communication department. Comms department take lead on educating about consumer 
protection and liaises with other parts of the bank.  
  
Coordination with other departments and banks was an issue. Comms department was 
empowered to change this. Reports directly 
  
Participant 1: Uganda - Bank of uganda regulates up to tier 3 (4 left out and telecomms). A lot 
of clients are exposed to fraud. Fraudulent calls which are not being monitored. Regulators 
therefore protect a small fraction of the population. 
  
Mercy (kenya) independent consultant/lawyer - money laundry in DFS: 3 things: 
Balancing risk and innovation have been problematic. What controls should be put in place by 
providers which will not stifle innovation. Another area, regulators need to be ahead of the 



game. Kenya is a bit better.  Consumer protection - unregulated entities providing mobile 
financial services. 
Compliance needs to be monitored 
  
  
Philippines: comment on structure. Capacity of regulator and local context is important. 
Philippines could not build capacity to supervise consumer protection at macro level. Created 
framework in which micro supervisors have tools to look at consumer protection. Whatever the 
structure, as long as enforcement can be done.  
  
Participant (uganda ministry of finance): Just started tier 4 act  
  
Franklin: insurance has their own regulations and have their own guidelines for consumer 
protection and should refer to Security and exchange commission (SEEC) 
  
Participant: digital services should fall under regulations because the business model is similar 
to financial services. Loan to end client. Why can’t they be equally regulated 
  
BOG: Mou signed to collaborate with supervisory and regulatory framework 
  
Consultant: Central banks must guard their responsibilities. How come national service bill has 
taken long to roll out for uganda? Rational from separating MFIs from central bank 
  
Kenneth; Mobile money been operated with regulations. Issue to do with telecomm regulated 
platforms handled by comms commission. Gaps in MOu 
  
  
Coordination - best approach to adopt coordination with other regulators 
  
Kenneth: Been using MOUs with various regulators. Financial sector committee - focused on 
credential issue and consumer related issues. Learning and hoping to get to a point of 
coordination 
  
Franklin: Talks about market conduct authority that will be set up that will house all other 
sectors, so it becomes a one stop shop.  
  
Regulators (telecomms and financial) communicating with each other to set market prices? 
  
Kenneth: they determine pricing mechanisms.  Surveys conducted to justify prices 
  
Franklin: not in mandate of Bank of Ghana  to control prices. Consumer complaints shed light 
on issues. Mandate to stabilize system to come up with some kind of regulation 
  
Participant uganda: departments assigned to handle CP in area of complaints may not have 
technical expertise regulator would have. 



  
Participant: countries who have adopted MFL or not - research about effectiveness to justify it’s 
adoption. 
Jessica: MLF is applicable to broader users. 1 authority doing things is an exception. Focus of 
the MLF is on keys that are applicable to all. 
  
Ivan: Always level of conflict between prudential regulation and market conduct. Feasibility of 
institution vs consumer protection. Discussion on whether market conduct should be with 
prudential supervision or separate 
  
Final thoughts: 
  
Kenneth: customers should know what they are signing up for, how to provide complaint and 
who is responsible for addressing complaints. But someone has to be responsible for following 
up. Who takes it and how should interactions work? 
  
Franklin: guidelines should be implemented based on country markets. Institutions should deal 
with complaints and if this fails regulators can be a last resort.  
  
No one size fits all for institutional set-up. What matters is capacity to fulfil mandate. 
Coordination also needs to take place. Things are being done with MOUs but this is not enough. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



Session 5:  
  
Hot Topic: Data Privacy and Protection in the Digital Age 
  
Fatou: consumer protection is key and crucial for them. Launched digital financial inclusion with 
consumer protection segment.  
  
Adeline: Right to privacy enshrined in ghana’s constitution. Data protection commission set up 
to protect individual privacy via regulation for data processing and disclosure on data use. Data 
controller must be transparent and seek individual consent to use data. Process to safeguard 
data collected. Sanctions enforced if no compliance. Certification needed to be registered data 
controller. Directive to secure data because this enables economic growth. MFIs need to have 
internal audit units to take care of cyber security issues.  
  
Anne: National identification needed to operate  
  
Regulatory framework: 
  
Fatou: How to set up security for client data has been a challenge. Good governance needed 
  
Adeline: Right of consumer enshrined in the law. Redress can be sought out in court if this is 
violated. Job creations come about when mechanisms are put in place for data security. Some 
banks are foreign owned and have their own directives they need to be in compliance with 
which can be expensive (complying with outside and bank of Ghana). Not willing to register 
with data protection commission. Tying this with issuance of their license.  If they are not 
registered they do not get their license.  
  
Anne: Cyber risks is a major challenge.  
  
Given range of perspectives - what other challenges/reaction are you experiencing: 
  
Consultant: Challenges enforcing the data privacy act in Kenya. A lot of fraud around mobile 
money. Terms and conditions (data shared with other ppl) regulators have the capacity to put 
controls in place.  
  
Franklin: before someone accesses credit, institution must let customer know content and they 
must read over document before signing.  
  
Fatou: Wholistic communication plan created on data sharing for fiscal purposes to educate 
clients 
  
  
  
  
  



Final thoughts 
  
Adeline: support from judiciary and law enforcement agencies needed to ensure that data 
protection violators are dealt with.  Regulators must come together to tighten compliance. 
International platforms should be created to share experiences and learn from each other.  
  
  
 
Other comments/observations about the session (optional): 
 
Any observations about the session go here. 
 

  
 


